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Abstract:

The Belle II experiment at the SuperKEKB accelerator is a next-generation B-factory aiming to collect 50 ab$^{-1}$, about 50 times the data collected at Belle, to study rare processes and make precision measurements that may expose physics beyond the Standard Model. Corresponding to roughly 100 PB of storage for raw data, plus dozens of PBs per year for Monte Carlo (MC) and analysis data, these massive samples require careful planning for the storage, processing, and analysis of data. This LOI details the structure and plans for computing, software, and analysis for the Belle II experiment. We invite anyone interested to join us in further exploring ways to improve the tools and techniques necessary to leverage the massive data samples that will be available at Belle II as part of the Snowmass process.
The core Belle II software includes the experiment specific Belle II Analysis Software Framework (basf2), third-party code on which basf2 depends, and scripts for installation and configuration. The basf2 code is primarily written in C++ but allows users to write high-level analysis code in Python, hiding the implementation details and allowing rapid prototyping to be eventually superseded by a faster C++ implementation. As noted in the HL-LHC Computing Review, this declarative style is promising for accurately capturing high-level concepts and factorizing them from low-level implementations that may evolve.

A further benefit of providing native support for Python in analysis is access to powerful open source packages that exist in the wider data science community. Apart from leveraging the power of the software itself, connections with the broader community open possibilities for collaboration as well as training Belle II members to become future experts in HEP and nuclear experiments and to participate in quantum computing and AI/ML initiatives. Optimistically, the result will also be more sustainable software and better career prospects for those specializing in software who can demonstrate expertise in widely used packages.

To handle the massive samples expected at Belle II, the collaboration leverages distributed computing resources using a computing model based on those of the WLCG and the LHC experiments. This “Belle II grid” consists of heterogeneous computing sites around the world, centrally managed by software based on that used by the LHCb experiment called DIRAC. An extension, called BelleDIRAC, has been developed to meet the specific needs of the experiment, including raw data processing, production of corresponding MC samples, and applying event selections (skimming). Skimming is important to reduce data volume for final analysis, thereby significantly reducing the CPU resources required for off-grid analysis.

To reduce the degree to which Belle II distributed computing relies on manual intervention, the experiment is transitioning from a custom data management system based on DIRAC to Rucio, which was developed by the ATLAS experiment to manage large data volumes and optimize replication across multiple facilities. The benefits of existing Rucio tools will be maximized through tighter integration with the BelleDIRAC user tools.

Grid-based user operations are managed with a command-line interface with DIRAC called gbasf2. Input files are registered in a dataset catalog and user jobs are scheduled as projects on the DIRAC workload management system. The output is kept temporarily in storage elements and can be retrieved for offline analysis using gbasf2 tools. As the integrated luminosity recorded by the experiment increases and experience with user analysis grows, additional tools and functionality will be developed to handle and monitor large projects.

Analysis of Belle II data is built upon a common core of tools, which are run on the Belle II grid and from which a user creates ntuples for fitting, plotting, and further analysis on local resources. A number of innovative tools are included, such as sophisticated tracking algorithms, Fast-BDT, vertex fitting tools, etc.

Metadata for analysis is largely organized using the Belle II Conditions Database, using the same "global tag" mechanism used by several LHC experiments for reconstruction and simulation, and consistent with best practices defined by the HEP Software Foundation. The global tag manages versions of metadata by collecting them into a simple relational database schema keyed by the global tag. Extending the global tag mechanism to cover the
analysis use case allows that diverse metadata to be organised, which is possible thanks to the metadata payload being essentially unrestricted in terms of format (it is a file). It will be interesting to see how far this approach for organising analysis metadata can be taken.

All Belle II collaborators, independent of programming skill, are encouraged to contribute to the software, which is stored in git. To ensure a consistently high quality, coding conventions are enforced via automatic tools and all modifications to the main software must be approved by experts via pull requests. Continuous integration tests are executed via a Bamboo build service to detect errors, warnings, missing documentation, etc. Additional validation, including at the analysis-level, of the software is performed as part of major software releases. Issues or development tasks are tracked via Jira tickets.

The Belle II software group places a heavy emphasis on documentation and training. In addition to providing tutorials and examples, dedicated training workshops are held multiple times every year. A suite of services available to the collaboration include dedicated web pages for questions in a model similar to Stack Overflow, sphinx and doxygen based documentation, and other aids. Furthermore, fitting tools for offline analyses are supported and documented. Examples are provided for tools such as Minuit, Rooit, zfit, and Hydra. All collaborators are encouraged to share their experience with fitting tools and demonstrate and document them for broader use within the collaboration.

The collaboration is actively pursuing novel machine learning solutions to the bottlenecks that impact physics output. A key innovation is the ML-based Full Event Interpretation that drastically increases the reconstruction efficiency of events containing invisible decays. The collaboration is pursuing further improvements using a deep learning approach, including efforts by several detectors to speed up the simulation of the large expected data samples. To that end, several institutions are forming collaborations between physicists and deep learning professionals. The collaboration expects further improvements to physics and operations that are driven or supported by ML/AI in the areas of reconstruction efficiencies and signal detection, simulation and reconstruction time, as well as background reduction and mitigation. The possibility to run Belle II MC production on High Performance Clusters is also being considered as a means to cope with the exascale computing needs of the future.

A dedicated package to convert Belle data enables its analysis with the Belle II analysis software, allowing for software validation with existing data as well the use of new, advanced tools for analysis of preserved Belle data. The usage of widely extended computing resources for analyzing Belle data will require a local conversion and posterior distribution, with a conditions database being able to handle the heavy load.

Data preservation is a vital concern for the Belle II experiment. An excerpt from the Belle II data management plan is given here. “Belle II data comprises the collected raw experimental and simulated data, the derived data products stored and catalogued in the Belle II Distributed Data Management system, the calibration data, and all metadata and documentation required to reproduce the derived production and obtain physics results... Belle II is committed to preserving all raw data from collisions to allow for reprocessing and analysis for the active lifetime of the collaboration.” Additional considerations for data preservation and access beyond the lifetime of the collaboration are under consideration.
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